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Today's Topics
1. Risk Assessment and Minimiza1on
in a Laboratory Safety Culture
2. Professional Judgment and Informa1on
Literacy
3. Developing More Informa1onallyLiterate Electronic Tools
4. Use Cases in the Lab SeLng

Safety Considerations in Research Proposals
J Chem Ed, H.K. Livingston (1964)
•

"Safety considerations are mental processes that
determine if hazards are likely to be involved in a
proposed course of action, and to evaluate the steps
that can be taken to minimize those hazards…
• "Hazard is the incurring of a possibility of loss or
harm for the possibility of benefit.
"Danger may have no compensating benefit.
In risk, the possibility of loss is the chief thought.
• "Legal requirements …are outside the competence
of our committee…Certainly if humanitarian and
ethical requirements are met, there are not likely to
be any issues that will require legal action."
• The last statement is an outdated approach to
prudence, rooted in the laws and information
tools of the time.

What are students learning about lab safety
culture in the Class Lab?
General
chemistry

Organic
chemistry

General
chemistry

Organic
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• Increased intimidation when
entering organic chem lab;
minor decrease after lab is
done.
• This is likely to be the
terminal chemistry lab
experience for 80% of lab
scientists
Blue = scores before labs began; Green = scores after lab ended
Kelli R. Galloway and Stacey Lowery Bretz*, Sept. 2015

The RAMP approach to Building
a Lab Safety System for Chemicals
Encultura1ng students into a lab safety
culture today requires informa1on tools
appropriate to the 21st Century.
Happily, there is an emerging paradigm that
can support such tools. It has 6 components:

1. Safety Culture
2. Hazard Iden4ﬁca4on
3. Risk Assessment
4. Managing Safety
5. Planning for Emergencies
6. Protec4ng the Environment

What does Assessment
Mean in this Model?
• A system can not address all risks
equally, so the risk assessment process
must prioritize the identified hazards in
terms of:
o likelihood of occurrence,
o amount of associated damage, and
o likely benefit
• This prioritization requires both technical
information and professional
judgment.
• Neither information or judgment is free,
but they can be cheaper with the help of
21st Century electronic information
resources

The Management Component:
Ge=ng Speciﬁc about Controls
1. Replacing the Hazard
2. Engineering Controls
3. Training and Oversight
4. Personal Protec1ve Equipment
5. Emergency Planning and Response
Emergency Planning and
Response

Relying on a Solution rather than a System

An Assessment & Management Example:
Classroom DemonstraHons
The Risk Question:
For a classroom demonstration, which of methanol's
hazards are most important:
- For the demonstrator?
- For the students?

Causes damage to organs
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Replacing the Hazard
Engineering Controls
Training and Oversight
Personal Protective Equipment
Emergency Planning and Response

Combining InformaHon and Judgment
• The GHS signal words and hazard
statements are a ﬁrst step in
collec1ng the informaHon to
develop a risk assessment
• However, they don't address
chemical reacHviHes, reacHon
condiHons or iden1fy variaHons
in the risk level for various
par1cipants or loca1ons; this is
where professional judgment
comes in
• Documentated professional
judgment is beZer understood
and easier to share.

Professional Judgment
and InformaHon Literacy
Assessing informa1on is a core piece of
professional safety judgment
• EvaluaHon Criteria (the CRAAP test)
– Currency: The 1meliness of the
informa1on.
– Relevance: The importance of the
informa1on for your needs.
– Authority: The source of the informa1on.
– Accuracy: The reliability, truthfulness and
correctness of the content.
– Purpose: The reason the informa1on
exists.

InformaHon Problems
with tradiHonal MSDS
Purpose: regulatory compliance
• Traditional MSDS's are written
for legal purposes, so the
currency and relevance of the
information provided is
constrained by commercial
considerations such as
preparation costs, trade secrets,
liability and legal jurisdiction.
• The authority (provenance) of
the information is not provided,
so evaluating its accuracy is
cumbersome, if possible.

Progress with GHS InformaHon
Purpose: assist chemical users, increasing usability
Limitations:
• Relevance limited because SDSs are organized around
specific chemicals and labs work with processes
• Currency is limited due to novel nature of chemicals
• Authority and accuracy: information provenance is still
limited
Fisher SDS, 2014

EPA web site, found by Google

InformaHon Advantages
of the PubChem LCSS
• Purpose and Relevance: sharing
objec1ve informa1on for reuse in
mul1ple processes
• Currency: Informa1on updates as
the source updates it
• Accuracy and Authority:
Provenance is provided at a click
• Relevance: Addi1onal informa1on
sources can be incorporated as
needs are iden1ﬁed; the
beginnings of process informa1on
are provided by sources in the
Stability and Reac1vity sec1on

Support for CriHcal Thinking

Chemistry Educator Use Cases
for the Risk Assessment Process
• Scalable chemical proﬁling for lab
curricula; in high school, in simple
GHS terms (hazard class and signal
word)
• Teaching informa1on literacy as part
of the RAMP process; at undergrad
introductory chemistry courses, in
terms of analyzing GHS hazard
statements provenance
• Analyzing procedures for chemical,
equipment and process hazards; for
upper class research students assess
complicated chemistries and other
process hazards

Researcher Use Case
for the Risk Assessment Process
• Experimental planning
• Capturing lab risk
assessments and
lessons learned
• Publica1on of safety
notes as part of
Supplemental
Informa1on
• Use of safety info tools
and documenta1on
promotes safe
research group culture

Need for Targeted Information:
•
•
•
•
•

Identification of reagents, products
Reactivity and associated hazard analysis
Associated exposure control information
Alternative reagents or reaction pathways
Iterative over repeated experiments
LRM

Safety Oﬃce Use Case
for the Risk Assessment Process
• Hazard inventory
systems
• Safety planning
–
–
–
–

Training program
Emergency response
reac1vity classiﬁca1ons
incident analysis

• Ven1la1on requirements
• These systems need to
be scalable, transferable
and sustainable

Information Requirements:
• GHS hazard statements and signal
words
• SDS equivalent for ‘house
solutions' (piranha acid, aqua regia)
• Potentially deliverable with InChI
identifiers, extensions

LRM

OpportuniHes Moving Forward
1. Improved information literacy will improve safety
culture.
• Question: Is teaching safety information quality
a safety role (institutional) or the
chemist's(faculty) role?
• Answer: Both – it's a partnership catalyzed by
the chemical information community.
2. Use Case Commonalities
• Lab process descriptors are needed to
organize information beyond GHS information
• A chemical safety ontology is needed to
organize management information beyond GHS
Precautionary statements
(e.g. "P201: Obtain special instructions before
use.")

QuesHons?

